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Abstract 

As pointed out in the classical papers on evolving fuzzy systems due to Angelov and his co-

authors back to 2001 and 2002, a specific feature of evolving fuzzy models in their either 

Mamdani or (Takagi-Sugeno or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy) forms is the continuous online rule 

base learning. These fuzzy models are derived by online identification algorithms. The online 

identification algorithms continuously evolve the parameters in various sub-systems of the 

fuzzy models, which are built online by adding new or removing old so-called “local” models. 

The local models are placed in the rule consequents, and this is process is referred to as the 

adding mechanism. 

The recent classification of online identification algorithms conducted by Dovžan, Logar and 

Škrjanc (2015) reveals three representative families of online identification algorithms, (i), (ii) 

and (ii): (i) adaptive algorithms – which start with the initial Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy model 

structure given by other algorithms (i.e., clustering ones) or by designer’s experience, the 

number of space partitions/clusters does not change over time, and (i) adapt only the 

parameters of the membership functions and the local models; (ii) incremental algorithms – 

which implement adding mechanisms; (iii) evolving algorithms – these are the most advanced 

and fresh ones as they implement, besides the adding mechanism, the removing as well, and 

a part of them the merging and the splitting mechanisms. 

The operating mechanisms of online identification algorithms briefly described above give 

valid explanations on the rather large area of nonlinear systems whose behavior is 

characterized in order to ensure both accurate modeling for simulation and model-based 

fuzzy control design. The scope of the development of these models is the model-based and 

data-driven model-free design and tuning of fuzzy controllers by the Process Control Group 

of the Politehnica University of Timisoara, Romania. 

This lecture highlights a part of the results obtained by the Process Control group in 

applications of evolving fuzzy models. The presentation is focused on representative and fresh 

applications, implemented in our labs, with real-world validation using experiments. The 

results outlined in this lecture are related to several lab equipment as pendulum-crane 

systems, twin rotor aerodynamic systems, magnetic levitation systems, anti-lock braking 

systems, and shape memory alloy systems. 


